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Hello to The [Enter company/business name here] Team,

I am contacting you with a strong interest in and passion for the [enter role name here] position available at [enter  
company/business name here]. First, before I jump into my skills, experience and why I’m a great candidate for this  
position, I’d like to thank you for [mention a value of the brand that you appreciate or a recent article you enjoyed here].

[Write 3-4 sentences about your passion for the industry, the skills you have or a personal story that ties into the role.]
(Ex. “Reading and writing have been my favorite pastimes since I was a little girl. I remember very clearly begging my 
mom to take me to the library and teach me to read. And, when I wasn’t reading, I was writing little short stories about 
anything my imagination could dream up.”)

[Write 3-4 sentences about ways you’ve included writing in your career path up until now.]
(Ex. “From volunteering at my college magazine to helping write social media captions while working for Athleta, to 
landing my first marketing job as a Digital Marketing Coordinator to now being a Digital Content Specialist-writing 
continues to be at the core of my work”)

[Write 3-4 sentences about why you’d be honored to join their team or take on their next project.]
(Ex. “Being able to contribute to a brand and platform that has inspired me so much and pass along that virtual hug 
to another hopeful, expecting, new or veteran mom who is searching for answers or the feeling of belonging would 
be an honor.”)

My hourly rate is in the [choose a rate that feels good for your skill level] range. Below you will find the additional items 
you have asked for relating to this position.

5 HEADLINE STORIES:
[Take a look at their recent articles and projects and find a gap that you could fill with your writing or skills. Then, list 4-5 
story headlines or ideas that you could start on right away if you landed the role.]

WRITING SAMPLES:
[Include PDF or links to 3-4 of your best writing samples]

SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS:
[Include relevant and appropriate social media channels here]

RESUME:
[Include updated professional resume here]

My background in [list 2-3 industries your skills fall in. (Ex. Copywriting, Social Media, etc.)] alongside my passion for 
[list 2-3 values you have that align with the company’s mission] with others is what makes me a great candidate for this 
position. I would love the opportunity to speak with you further about my experience and what I can bring to [enter 
company/business name here] continued growth and success. I can be reached at the email and phone number listed on 
my resume. I look forward to speaking with you soon.

Best,
[Enter your here]


